
Introduction:
Deep learning for Natural Language Processing (NLP) has undergone explosive growth in the past 12-24
months, with massive increases in the performance of state-of-the-art models, the size of the datasets
required to train these models, and the number of parameters used to obtain top performance. The spread
of Transformer-based architectures such as BERT [1], RoBERTa [2], ALBERT, MT-DNN, XLNet, and
GPT-3 [3] has been called "NLP's ImageNet moment" in analogy to the performance leaps in computer
vision earlier this decade.

Overview:
A major challenge in deploying transformer models is their prohibitive inference cost, which quadratically
scales with the input sequence length. This makes it especially difficult to use transformers for processing
long sequences. Both sparse weights and feature maps and low bit widths can accelerate inference
performance. Quantization and pruning are two promising techniques that can be applied to make
Transformers more efficient. Specifically, we investigate this problem from the angle of token-pruning, a
structural pruning algorithm that reduces redundant tokens as the data passes through the different layers
of the transformer. We focused on BERT for now and set RoBERTa and the GPT family of models as the
future target models.

Literature Review:
Pruning: Pruning for Transformers involves reducing the sparsity of the weight matrix (e.g.  magnitude
pruning [6], head pruning [7]) and token-pruning (e.g. cascade pruning [8]). Magnitude pruning is an
unstructured pruning method which will prune the weight value close to zero then retrain the subnetwork.
Both head pruning and cascade pruning are structured pruning methods that will provide actual speedup
against the original model. Cascade pruning also explored token sparsity, head sparsity, and quantization
opportunities jointly for speeding up the attention computation in Transformers. However, the token
pruning in cascade pruning relies mainly on the inefficient top-k algorithm, which hinders the inference
speed of their methods.
Quantization + Pruning: Existing work that explores the combination of pruning and quantization is also
available in Computer Vision like APQ [9] and OPQ [10]. In APQ, they optimize neural architecture,
pruning policy, and quantization policy jointly by training a quantization-aware accuracy predictor to
quickly get the accuracy of the quantized model and feed it to the search engine to select the best fit. OPQ
analytically solves the compression allocation with pre-trained weight parameters only. During
fine-tuning, the compression module is fixed and only weight parameters are updated so the compression
is one-shot.

Methods and current results:
We will submit our work Learned Token Pruning for Transformers [11] to the incoming conference,
where we propose the novel Learned Token Pruning (LTP) method that reduces redundant tokens as the
data passes through the different layers of the transformer.



In particular, LTP prunes tokens with an attention score below a threshold value, which is learned during
training. Importantly, our threshold based method avoids algorithmically expensive operations such as
top-k token selection which are used in prior token pruning methods, and also leads to structured pruning.
We extensively test the performance of our approach on multiple GLUE tasks and show that our learned
threshold based method consistently outperforms the prior state-of-the-art top-k token based method by
up to ~2% higher accuracy with the same amount of FLOPs. Furthermore, our preliminary results show
up to 1.4x and 1.9x throughput improvement on Tesla T4 GPU and Intel Haswell CPU, respectively, with
less than 1% of accuracy drop (and up to 2.1x FLOPs reduction). The main results are also attached here,
where LTP can reduce the GFLOPs by around 2x within 1% performance degradation.

Future works:



We will continue to explore the combination effect of pruning (LTP [11]) and quantization (Q-BERT [4]
and I-BERT [5]) for Transformer models using more techniques gathered from previous literature and our
own work in more general NLU tasks.
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